Let’s Go Dutch: Guest Chef Wilco Berends

The year of 2018 is going to be amazing. Here is how we know: Not only that
TRB Hospitality Group has a new restaurant, Hulu, but we are also honoured to
have Michelin Star chef Wilco Berends joining us here at TRB Forbidden City for
the first time. Coming all the way from The Netherlands, Chef Wilco promises us
to bring us an intense feast that highlights the marvels of Dutch gastronomy, a
genre of cuisine that is often overlooked but nevertheless is experiencing a
renaissance- style of revival and popularity.
For Wilco, the goal of being a great chef comes early and firmly, largely
influenced by his grandfather who is an outstanding baker and his mother who
excels in preparing traditional Dutch cuisine, he went through rigorous training
at culinary school and at some of the most reputable kitchens, such as Merlet (*),
De Hoefslag (*) in The Netherlands, Scholteshof in Belgium (**) and at restaurant
L'Escargot (*) in London, where he was guided by the great Marco Pierre White.
In April 2007, Chef Wilco started as Head Chef at restaurant hotel De
Nederlanden (*) in Vreeland, The Netherlands; after 1.5 years, when the owner
sold the property to hotel group, he seized the opportunity to become a co-owner,
and in 2012, after four years of co-ownership, Wilco became the proud sole
owner, working with a team of talents that is full of energy and ambitions, with
great plans and passion for the future.
When trying to sum up Chef Wilco’s style of cooking, perhaps it is useful to first
understand his philosophy in life and characteristics- which is all about Honesty,
Passion, Authenticity and Non-comforming. Using mostly organic and seasonal
products, treating it with the highest level of attention and love, Chef Wilco’s
gastronomy flair is of an intense and surprising one, that would redefine your
perception of Dutch cuisine, and savour it long after the feast is over.

